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ABSTRACT
A few drug-like molecules have recently been found
to bind poly(A) and induce a stable secondary struc-
ture (Tm 608C), even though this RNA homopoly-
mer is single-stranded in the absence of a ligand.
Here, we report results from experiments specifi-
cally designed to explore the association of small
molecules with poly(A). We demonstrate that cora-
lyne, the first small molecule discovered to bind
poly(dA), binds with unexpectedly high affinity (Ka
>10
7M
 1), and that the crescent shape of coralyne
appears necessary for poly(A) binding. We also
show that the binding of similar ligands to poly(A)
can be highly cooperative. For one particular ligand,
at least six ligand molecules are required to stabilize
the poly(A) self-structure at room temperature. This
highly cooperative binding produces very sharp
transitions between unstructured and structured
poly(A) as a function of ligand concentration. Given
the fact that junctions between Watson–Crick
and A A duplexes are tolerated, we propose that
poly(A) sequence elements and appropriate ligands
could be used to reversibly drive transitions in DNA
and RNA-based molecular structures by simply
diluting/concentrating a sample about the poly(A)-
ligand ‘critical concentration’. The ligands des-
cribed here may also find biological or medicinal
applications, owing to the 3’-polyadenylation of
mRNA in living cells.
INTRODUCTION
The polymorphism of DNA and RNA in vivo presents
numerous opportunities for new therapeutic agents.
Accordingly, the design of small molecules that bind
noncanonical nucleic acid structures (i.e. non-B- and
A-form structures) represents an active area of rational
drug design (1–6). Nucleic acids have also emerged as
the material of choice for the creation of supramolecular
assemblies in nanotechnology and, as we have recently
discussed, small molecule-DNA interactions represent
another dimension for expanding the functionality and
dynamics of DNA-based nanotechnology (7–11).
Among the single stranded nucleic acids, poly(A) is
of particular biological relevance due to its role in gene
expression. Poly(A) tails, synthesized by poly(A) polymer-
ase (PAP), are found at the 30-end of mRNAs. These poly-
adenylate tails are important factors that contribute to the
stability and maturation of mRNA, as well as the initia-
tion of translation (12,13). Since the discovery that Neo-
PAP (a human PAP), is overexpressed in some human
cancer cells (14,15), it has been suggested that the
poly(A) tails of mRNA may represent a malignancy-
speciﬁc target (16).
At present, only four molecules have been reported to
bind poly(A) with high aﬃnity and good selectivity over
Watson–Crick duplexes (Figure 1) (16–19). These four
molecules have similar overall structures. Each has four
fused six-membered rings, with a crescent shape and larger
surface area than the tricyclic planar molecules typically
found to intercalate DNA and RNA duplexes (e.g. the
acridines and phenanthridines). Similar to the common
acridinium and phenanthridinium ligands, the four
reported poly(A) binders have electron-donating substit-
uents. Coralyne and palmatine have methoxy groups
attached at diﬀerent positions, while berberine and
sanguinarine have methylenedioxy groups that form ﬁve-
membered rings at the ends of their extended ring systems.
Coralyne and sanguinarine have been demonstrated
to induce the formation of a poly(A) self-structure upon
binding (16,19). This self-structure has been suggested to
be very similar to the coralyne-induced self-structure of
poly(dA), a structure that is most stable around neutral
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self-structure is an anti-parallel duplex with ostensible
A A base pairs that is distinct from the previously
reported parallel-stranded, hemi-protonated poly(A)
duplex that is most stable under slightly acidic
conditions (20).
Here, we report investigations into the structural char-
acteristics of poly(A) ligands. We provide evidence that
size and a crescent shape are important features of small
molecules that induce and stabilize the poly(A) self-
structure. Our studies demonstrate that minor structural
changes in a ligand can result in tremendous changes in
binding aﬃnity for poly(A). Furthermore, our investiga-
tions reveal that, because of the rigorous and cooperative
ligand dependence, the behavior of ligand-driven assembly
of the poly(A) self-structure is such that classical
approaches for analyzing ligand–nucleic acid interactions
can over- or underestimate the binding constants of some
molecules. In particular, we report that the association
constant of coralyne for poly(A) is higher than previously
appreciated and among the highest reported for any small
molecule that binds to a nucleic acid double helix with
stoichiometry and spectral characteristics consistent with
intercalation. Our analysis of the binding of molecules
with lower aﬃnity than coralyne demonstrate the cooper-
ative ligand dependence of the poly(A) self-structure,
a system that is physically similar to micelle formation,
as described by the critical micelle concentration (CMC)
model (21–24). The method used for making such
measurements and that used for data analysis could
prove useful for a wider range of nucleic acid systems in




The concentrations of stock solutions for berberine chlo-
ride and coralyne chloride (Sigma) in H2O were deter-






 1. The ellipticine (EMD Biosciences
Inc) stock solution was prepared in DMSO, with the con-
centration determined using "295=60000M
 1cm
 1.
Aza3-5 were synthesized as described previously (25–27).
Aza3-5 stocks were also prepared in DMSO and con-






 1; aza5 "407=32000M
 1cm
 1.




 1 was used for poly(A) (Sigma). All samples were
prepared in 1 BPE (6mM Na2HPO4, 2mM NaH2PO4
and 1mM Na2EDTA) with 20mM NaCl at pH 7.0 (also
the buﬀer for dilution experiments).
Circular Dichroism
Circular Dichroism (CD) spectra were acquired on
a JASCO J-810 CD spectropolarimeter equipped with
Peltier temperature control unit. Spectra were acquired
using either a 0.5 or 1cm path length cell. CD melting
proﬁles were acquired from 58Ct o8 0 8Co r9 5 8C with
58C steps, with all samples 60mM in nucleotide base and
15mM in small molecule. For determination of Tm values,
the intensity of induced long-wavelength CD bands were
monitored as a function of temperature. All resulting
melting curves were monophasic, and no cooperative
melts were observed for poly(A) in the absence of a
small molecule ligand.
Job plot analyses were carried out at 58C, with [ligand]
and [poly(A)]/4 ﬁxed at 15mM (28). The CD intensity at
245nm was normalized with respect to poly(A) concentra-
tion. For pH dependence experiments, samples were pre-
pared in the standard buﬀer and adjusted with 1M HCl.
UV–vis spectroscopy
UV–vis absorbance measurements were performed using a
HP 8453 UV–vis diode array spectrophotometer equipped
with an Agilent 89090A Peltier temperature control unit.
For dilution experiments, nearest-neighbor ligand-poly(A)
samples, 200mM in nucleotide and 50mM in ligand, were
prepared in the standard buﬀer. These samples were
diluted with buﬀer to the desired concentration, and spec-
tra were collected after each dilution, all at room tempera-
ture. For high concentrations, a 1cm path length cell was
used, and for low concentrations (<10mM in nucleotide),
a 10cm path length cell was used. Additionally, spectral
integration times of 10s and multiple scans were used to
further improve signal to noise. The degree of complex
formation was determined by performing a least-squares
ﬁt of the corresponding UV–vis absorption spectrum as a
weighted sum of two absorption spectra in the longer-
wavelength region (where only the small molecule
absorbs), which were the spectrum of 200mM poly(A)
(in nucleotide) and 50mM small molecule, and the spec-
trum of free small molecule. For aza4 and berberine,
spectra of fully bound ligands could not be obtained
even at the highest sample concentration investigated.
Therefore, the amount of bound ligand could not be deter-
mined by the same two-spectra ﬁtting procedure. As an
alternative, for aza4, the ratio of average absorbance
between 413nm and 433nm (representing bound aza4)
Figure 1. Chemical structures of (a) coralyne (b) berberine (c) palma-
tine (d) sanguinarine.
612 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 2to average absorbance between 339nm and 359nm
(representing unbound aza4) were plotted with respect
to concentration. The spectra were corrected for back-
ground using the average absorbance between 437nm
and 457nm (where the ligand does not absorb). For
berberine, the average absorbance from 458–478nm
(bound) relative to 398–418nm (free) was used after cor-
recting for the background absorbance between 510nm
and 530nm.
For the poly(A)-aza4 and poly(A)-berberine assemblies,
the formalism developed by Kegel and van der Schoot (24)
was used to model the number of ligand molecules
necessary to form a multimolecular poly(A)-ligand com-
plex. Brieﬂy, for a perfectly cooperative multimolecular-
assembly, Cq, that contains q monomers of C1, the
equilibrium equation for assembly can be described by
Equation 1.
qC1  !    Cq 1
The fraction of monomers that are incorporated into the
assemblies can be written as f=q[Cq]/Ct, where Ct =[ C1]
+ q[Cq]. Kegel and van der Schoot have shown that f is a
function of q, Ct and the critical micelle concentration, C ,
which is deﬁned as the total concentration of monomers
at which half of them are absorbed into assemblies.
Speciﬁcally,
Ct=C  ¼ f
1= q 1 ðÞ = 21  f ðÞ
q= q 1 ðÞ 
2
For the poly(A)-aza4 and poly(A)-berberine systems, best
ﬁts of dilution data were obtained using Equation 2 when
q was set to six or larger.
RESULTS
Coralyne bindingto poly(A)
The binding of coralyne to a variety of nucleic acid
sequences and structures has been previously reported
(28–32). It is well-established that coralyne binds prefer-
entially to DNA triplexes over duplexes, most likely
because the shape of coralyne is closer to the shape of
aP y  Pu Py triplet than to a Watson–Crick base pair
(29,33). Additionally, we have shown that coralyne assists
the template-directed ligation of a triplex in the same way
proﬂavine, a duplex intercalator, assists the template-
directed ligation of a duplex (34). A competition dialysis
study ﬁrst established, unexpectedly, that coralyne
binds poly(dA) more favorably than Watson–Crick
duplex DNA and comparably to triplex DNA (30).
Subsequently, our laboratory determined that coralyne
binding induces a poly(dA) self-structure that is an anti-
parallel duplex with a helix that can be incorporated
between ﬂanking Watson–Crick duplexes (20). More
recently, Xing et al. (16) have reported that coralyne
binds to poly(A) with a Ka of 1.8 10
6M
 1 at pH 7.
Here we reexamine the binding of coralyne to poly(A)
under similar conditions, but with a diﬀerent experimental
approach.
In Figure 2a, the long-wavelength region is presented
from UV–vis absorbance spectra of coralyne in the
presence and absence of poly(A). A red shift of  12nm
is observed upon coralyne binding to poly(A), which is
consistent with the  –  stacking of coralyne with the ade-
nine bases, such as that which occurs upon intercalation.
The addition of coralyne to poly(A) also results in the
Figure 2. (a) Long-wavelength UV–vis spectra of samples containing 1.0mM coralyne in the presence (solid line) and absence (dashed line) of
poly(A), 4mM in nucleotide. (b) Long-wavelength UV–vis spectra of 0.1mM coralyne in the presence (solid line) and absence (dashed line) of poly(A),
0.4mM in nucleotide. (c) CD spectra of poly(A), 60mM in nucleotide, in the presence (solid line) and absence (dashed line) of 15mM coralyne.
(d) Plot of the percentage of the poly(A)-coralyne complex present as a function of poly(A) and coralyne concentration. Data collected at 228C. See
Materials and Methods section for additional details.
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360nm (Figure 2c). Because coralyne is an achiral mole-
cule, the appearance of induced CD bands conﬁrm the
binding of coralyne in the chiral environment of
poly(A). Additionally, thermal denaturation, monitored
by the change in the intensity of induced CD bands
revealed a Tm of 608C for the poly(A)-coralyne
complex, which is consistent with the Tm reported by
Xing et al. (16).
Dilution experiments, in which buﬀer is added incre-
mentally to a sample containing a constant ratio of one
coralyne molecule per four nucleotides, were conducted
to obtain the association constant of the coralyne-
poly(A) complex. We have found that maintaining a con-
stant ratio of coralyne:poly(A) by this approach facilitates
association constant determination for the primary mode
of coralyne binding to poly(A). Previously, it has been
shown that the highest aﬃnity mode of coralyne binding
to poly(A) is consistent with intercalation of A A base
pairs by coralyne, as the maximum level of binding for
this mode obeys the nearest neighbor exclusion principle:
one ligand per two base pairs (or four adenine bases in the
case of the poly(A) self-structure) (16). We have deter-
mined that the poly(A) self-structure can bind additional
coralyne molecules by a lower aﬃnity secondary binding
mode (e.g. outside helical stacking) (unpublished data).
Thus, samples containing higher coralyne:poly(A) ratios
can have coralyne associated with poly(A) in a mixture
of binding modes, complicating association constant
determination. We have also determined that working
with lower coralyne:poly(A) ratios than one coralyne
per four nucleotides complicates binding studies because
the poly(A) self-structure is only stable when a critical
number of ligands are bound. Thus, the more standard
approach of determining an association constant by mea-
suring a physical observable (e.g. ﬂuorescence) while
titrating a ligand into an excess of nucleic acid binding
sites can give spurious results if the nucleic acid is not
initially in the state that exhibits the binding mode of
interest. This latter point is more clearly illustrated by
molecules that bind poly(A) with lower aﬃnities than
coralyne (vide infra).
For the coralyne-poly(A) dilution experiments, a
200mM poly(A), 50mM coralyne sample was diluted incre-
mentally with buﬀer, and UV–vis absorption spectra were
collected after each dilution. This procedure was con-
tinued until the sample was too dilute for spectra to be
obtained with satisfactory signal-to-noise. A poly(A) con-
centration of 0.4mM and a coralyne concentration of
0.1mM was the lowest measured (Figure 2b). The percent-
age of the complex formed at each concentration, starting
with the highest concentration sample, was determined
by ﬁtting each dilution-series spectrum with a two-state
model. Brieﬂy, least-squares ﬁts were performed for the
380–480nm region (a coralyne-only absorption region)
of each UV–vis absorption spectrum of the dilution
study by a function that was a weighted sum of two
absorption spectra: the spectrum of the initial, fully
formed coralyne-polynucleotide complex and the spec-
trum of free coralyne.
The dilution curve obtained using our two-state model
exhibited a plateau from the highest sample concentration
(i.e. 50mM coralyne) down to 0.25mM coralyne (the high-
est concentration shown in Figure 2b). All spectra were
well-ﬁt by the two-state model, and >95% complex for-
mation was observed in this concentration regime. As
shown in Figure 2d, the reduced association of coralyne
with poly(A) became apparent for samples diluted below
1mM poly(A), 0.25mM coralyne, indicating partial sec-
ondary structure dissociation. However, even in the case
of a sample diluted to 0.4mM poly(A), 0.1mM coralyne,
 80% of the poly(A)-coralyne secondary structure is pres-
ent. A comparison of the spectra for 0.1mM free coralyne
and 0.1mM coralyne, 0.4mM poly(A) (Figure 2b) with
corresponding spectra for 1mM free coralyne and 1mM
coralyne, 4mM poly(A) (Figure 2a) clearly illustrates
that the dissociation constant, Kd, of coralyne for the
poly(A) self-structure is less than 100 nM. The two-state
ﬁts of these spectra, as described above, are provided
in Supplementary Data (Figure S1). Dilution spectra
obtained for concentrations below 0.1mM coralyne,
0.4mM poly(A) were also consistent with an apparent Ka
of >10
7M
 1. Signal-to-noise ratios for these samples were
not suﬃcient to more precisely deﬁne the apparent asso-
ciation constant.
Ellipticine bindingto poly(A)
We have previously demonstrated that proﬂavine
(Figure 3), an intercalator of Watson–Crick duplexes
with micromolar aﬃnity, does not bind appreciably to
poly(dA) (20). Biver et al. (35) have shown some level of
proﬂavine-poly(A) interaction, but the mode of binding
Figure 3. (a) Chemical structures of proﬂavine and ellipticine. Bottom
of panel a is a space-ﬁlling model of ellipticine overlaid with the outline
of a space-ﬁlling model of proﬂavine. (b) Chemical structures of
coralyne and the azacyanine molecules. Bottom of panel b is a space-
ﬁlling model of aza3 overlaid with the outline of a space-ﬁlling model
of coralyne.
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With thegoal of discovering additional molecules that bind
and stabilize the poly(A) self-structure, we sought to
explore ligands that are intermediate in size and shape
to coralyne and proﬂavine. Accordingly, we sought a
molecule with a planar ring system that is only minimally
larger than proﬂavine but has a crescent shape. Ellipticine,
a molecule known to bind Watson–Crick base pairs, is
similar in size to proﬂavine, but has a crescent shape
(Figure 3). We considered this molecule the best initial
candidate for this study.
The interactions of ellipticine and its derivatives with
DNA have been studied extensively, due to their potential
as anticancer drugs (36,37). Ellipticine has been shown by
crystallographic studies to bind duplex DNA by intercala-
tion, (38,39) and by ﬂuorescence titration studies to bind
calf thymus DNA with an apparent Ka of 10
7M
 1 (one
of the highest association constants known for a simple
intercalator) (40). Competition dialysis has also revealed
that ellipticine binds strongly to the hybrid duplex
poly(A) poly(dT), the DNA triplex poly(dA) poly(dT)2
and the DNA tetraplex formed by d(G10T4G10), but not
poly(A) (41).
We ﬁrst investigated the possible binding of ellipticine
to poly(A) using both UV–vis and CD spectroscopy.
A sample containing one molar equivalent of ellipticine
per four nucleotides of poly(A) exhibited a red shift in
the longer-wavelength absorption bands, relative to
the free ligand (Figure 4a). A weak induced band was
also observed in the CD spectrum of the same sample
(Figure 4b). Monitoring the change in ellipticity at
296nm as a function of temperature revealed a Tm of
558C for the poly(A)-ellipticine complex. A plot of the
percentage of poly(A)-ellipticine complex formed as a
function of ellipticine/poly(A) concentration, derived
from a two-state model (Figure 4c), revealed an apparent
Ka of 2 10
5M
 1 (Kd, 4.6mM) for ellipticine binding to
poly(A).
Our discovery that ellipticine binds poly(A), although
it is smaller than the previously identiﬁed molecules that
bind the poly(A) self-structure (Figure 1), indicates
that the crescent shape of ellipticine and coralyne is a
critical feature for binding, as the similar-sized but non-
curved proﬂavine does not bind poly(A) (35). The appar-
ent association constant of ellipticine for poly(A), while
comparable to proﬂavine and ethidium binding to
Watson–Crick duplexes, is signiﬁcantly less than that mea-
sured for coralyne binding to poly(A). We hypothesized
that a crescent-shaped molecule of intermediate size to
ellipticine and coralyne might bind with intermediate
aﬃnity.
Azacyanine binding topoly(A)
Azacyanines are a class of planar, bis-benzimidazole ana-
logs that were originally prepared as putative ion channel
activators (Figure 3) (25–27). These molecules satisﬁed our
criteria of being crescent-shaped and intermediate in size
to ellipticine and coralyne (Figure 3). The ring system of
these molecules is very similar in size and shape to cora-
lyne. Therefore, aza3 and aza4, which have no exocyclic
groups, are smaller in overall surface area compared to
coralyne (Figure 3), as well as the other known poly(A)
ligands shown in Figure 1. The azacyanines are also of
interest as potential poly(A) ligands because these mole-
cules bind poorly to duplex DNA (42), with an apparent




Figure 4. (a) UV–vis spectra of ellipticine in the presence (solid line)
and absence (dashed line) of poly(A). The inset shows the magniﬁed
long-wavelength region. (b) CD spectra of poly(A) in the presence
(solid line) and absence (dashed line) of ellipticine. The inset shows
the magniﬁed long-wavelength region. (c) Percentage of poly(A)-
ellipticine complex formed as a function of poly(A) and ellipticine
concentration with single-exponential ﬁt. Data collected at 228C. See
Materials and Methods section for additional details.
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ence of poly(A) are shown in Figure 5a. The long-wave-
length bands in the UV–vis spectrum of azacyanines are
red shifted by  10nm in the presence of poly(A), and a
hypochromic eﬀect of >25% is also observed (Figure 5a).
Both spectral changes are indicative of  –  stacking,
which is suggestive of intercalation (43). The induced
CD bands observed in the long-wavelength region of the
poly(A)-aza3 sample also conﬁrm the binding of azacya-
nines to poly(A) (Figure 5b). UV–vis and CD spectra
of aza4 and aza5 are similar to those shown in Figure 5
for aza3, and both molecules exhibit red shifts, hypochro-
micity and induced CD bands in the presence of poly(A)
(Figure S2).
CD spectra collected as function of temperature
revealed cooperative melting transitions for poly(A) in
the presence of aza3 and aza4 with Tmso f5 5 8C and
308C, respectively. These cooperative transitions, which
are not observed for poly(A) or the azacyanines alone,
are consistent with the formation of an azacyanine-
induced poly(A) self-structure. It was not possible to
obtain an exact Tm for the poly(A) self-structure formed
in the presence of aza5, as this molecule decomposed upon
heating above 508C. Nevertheless, the poly(A)-aza5
induced CD band at 408C was over half as intense
as that observed at 58C, indicating a Tm of >408C
(Figure S3). We found that aza4 also decomposed rapidly
above 508C, but the Tm of the poly(A)-aza4 complex was
suﬃciently low that a Tm could be determined.
To further investigate the nature of azacyanine binding
to poly(A), Job plot analysis was performed (Figure S4).
These experiments revealed that azacyanines bind to
poly(A) with a stoichiometry of one azacyanine per four
nucleotides. The same ligand:poly(A) stoichiometry was
previously observed for coralyne binding to poly(dA)
and poly(A) (16,28). This binding ratio is again suggestive
of intercalative binding, as the poly(A) likely forms an
antiparallel duplex, as we demonstrated for poly(dA),
and intercalators cannot bind at ratios greater than one
ligand per two base pairs in accordance with the nearest-
neighbor exclusion principle.
Another distinguishing feature of the coralyne-induced
poly(dA) self-structure is that it is destabilized as pH is
lowered below neutrality (20). We have investigated the
pH-dependent stability of the azacyanine-induced poly(A)
self-structure using aza3 as a representative ligand. The
aza3-induced poly(A) self-structure is destabilized as the
sample pH is lowered below neutrality, as demonstrated
by the loss of the induced CD band intensity of aza3
between pH 5.5 and 4.5 (Figure S5). This observation is
signiﬁcant given that poly(A) is known to form a parallel-
stranded hemiprotonated self-structure that is most stable
around pH 4.5 (44,45). Thus, the pH-dependent stability
of the aza3-induced poly(A) self-structure again support
this structure as being the same as the coralyne-induced
poly(dA) structure.
The dissociation of aza3 and aza5 from poly(A) was
monitored by ﬁtting UV–vis spectra with two-state
models as described above. The resulting curves





 1 for aza3 and aza5, respectively
(Figure 5). The binding constant of aza4 to poly(A) is
discussed in the following section.
Aza4 binding topoly(A)
The analysis used above to determine the association
constants of poly(A) ligands utilized two-state models in
Figure 5. (a) UV–vis spectra of aza3 in the presence (solid line) and
absence (dashed line) of poly(A), respectively. (b) CD spectra of
poly(A) with (solid line) and without (dashed line) aza3, respectively.
Samples were 60mM poly(A), 15mM azacyanine (c) Plot of percentage
of poly(A)-aza3 and poly(A)-aza5 complex formed as a function of
poly(A) and azacyanine concentration with single exponential ﬁts.
Data collected at 228C. See Materials and Methods section for addi-
tional details.
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taining 50mM ligand, 200mM poly(A) were considered
representative of 100% ligand bound by poly(A).
Support that these samples represent completely com-
plexed ligand and poly(A) was provided by the observa-
tion of plateau regions in the dilution curves, which persist
down to at least a 10-fold dilution from the most concen-
trated samples. Additionally, Tm values for each of the
ligand-poly(A) complexes discussed above are at least
158C above room temperature, for samples containing
50mM ligand, 200mM poly(A). In contrast, the lack of a
plateau region in the aza4 dilution curve indicated that all
aza4-poly(A) samples investigated were only partially
complexed, even up to a concentration of 50mM aza4,
200mM poly(A). This observation was consistent with
the Tm of the aza4-poly(A) complex being close to room
temperature (i.e. 308C), for a sample containing 15mM
ligand, 60mM poly(A). Thus, determination of the associ-
ation constant of aza4 for poly(A) proved more chal-
lenging due to our lack of a sample in which aza4 was
fully bound to poly(A).
Despite the additional challenge encountered with
determining the association constant of aza4 for
poly(A), the dilution curve generated from the most con-
centrated aza4-poly(A) sample revealed an interesting and
informative feature that was not apparent in other ligand-
poly(A) dilution curves. In Figure 6 a dilution curve is
shown for the aza4-poly(A) sample that was created by
plotting the sample absorption ratio A423/A349. This initial
step of analysis includes no assumptions regarding
whether the most concentrated spectrum represents fully
complexed aza4, only that the A423/A349 absorption ratio
is diﬀerent for bound and unbound aza4 in the absorption
spectrum due to the red shift of aza4 upon binding to
poly(A). We note that, unlike the dilution curves pre-
sented above, the aza4-poly(A) dilution curve exhibits a
cooperative transition between 0 and 25mM aza4
(Figure 6).
The shape of the aza4-poly(A) dilution curve is reminis-
cent of curves that monitor the formation of multimolec-
ular assemblies. Micelle formation is a classic example
(21–23). The cooperative transition observed in micelle
formation as a function of surfactant concentration can
be described by the number of surfactants needed to stab-
ilize micelle formation and the concentration at which one
half of surfactant molecules are in micelles. This analysis
yields what is known as the critical micelle concentration
or CMC, below which micelle stability decreases rapidly
with surfactant concentration. The concept of the CMC
for explaining the behavior of multimolecular assemblies
has been successfully applied to a host of other molecular
systems, e.g. the assembly of virus capsid proteins
(24,46,47).
The aza4-poly(A) dilution data is ﬁt well by the micelle-
inspired Equation 2 using three independent parameters:
the concentration at which half of the aza4 molecules are
bound to poly(A) (i.e. C ), the number of aza4 molecules
needed to stabilize the poly(A) self-structure (i.e. q), and
the fraction of complex formed at the highest aza4 con-
centration. In this ﬁtting procedure the minimum number
of aza4 molecules required for complex assembly was
restricted to being an integer number. When all three
parameters were otherwise allowed to vary independently,
the RMS least squares best ﬁt was obtained for half of the
aza4-poly(A) complex being formed at an aza4 concen-
tration of 21mM, a minimum stoichiometery of six aza4
per assembly and a degree of complex assembly at 50mM
aza4 corresponding to 75% bound ligand. Six aza4 molec-
ules could be bound to as few as 24nt, assuming a loading
density similar to that determined for aza3 binding to
poly(A). Given that the length of polymers in a poly(A)
sample are on the order of hundreds to thousands of
nucleotides in length, the six aza4 molecules required for
aza4-poly(A) complex formation likely represents the min-
imum number of molecules necessary to nucleate a
complex, with each complex containing far more than
six aza4 molecules.
The curve describing the aza4-driven assembly of the
poly(A) self-structure is similar to other self-assembling
systems (24,48). First, the assembly of poly(A) strands
is relatively sharp with respect to poly(A)/aza4 concen-
tration. Second, the highly cooperative nature of the
assembly is also apparent by the lack of assembly below
a particular concentration (i.e. 5mM in the case of aza 4).
This second feature of the dilution curves illustrates
another ligand-speciﬁc concentration (in addition to
C ), i.e. the concentration below which a poly(A)-ligand
complex is not observed. We refer to this concentration
as the minimal concentration required for assembly,
or MCA.
Berberinebinding to poly(A)
The binding of berberine to poly(A) and poly(dA) has
been previously studied by two laboratories. It has
recently been reported that berberine binds to poly(A)
with a Ka of 3.5 10
5M
 1 (at pH 7; 20mM NaCl,
208C) as determined by ﬂuorescence titrations (17).
However, earlier competition dialysis experiments, with
Figure 6. Plots of data obtained from dilution studies of aza4 (open
squares) and berberine (open circles) in the presence of poly(A). Both
curves are best ﬁts of the micelle-inspired equation (Equation 2) for six
ligand molecules being required for stabilization of the poly(A) self-
structure. See Materials and Methods section for additional details.
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NaCl, 20–228C), revealed no appreciable binding of ber-
berine to poly(dA) (30). Given the fact that the similarly
shaped coralyne was able to bind tightly to both poly(A)
and poly(dA) and induce self-structure formation, the
contrasting results of berberine binding to these nucleic
acids reported by two diﬀerent laboratories was puzzling.
Understanding the possible biological targets of berberine
is also of interest, as this molecule has been shown to
exhibit antisecretory, anti-inﬂammatory, antibacterial,
antimalarial and anticancer activities (49–52).
We have reinvestigated the binding of berberine to
poly(A) using the same set of experiments presented
above. UV–vis spectra are shown in Figure 7a for berber-
ine in the presence and absence of poly(A). The longest
wavelength absorption band of berberine is red shifted
and hypochromic in the presence of poly(A). Induced
CD bands are observed for berberine in the presence of
poly(A) (Figure 7b). Monitoring the ellipticity at 330nm
as a function of temperature revealed a Tm of 308C.
The dilution curve for berberine in the presence of
poly(A) was also generated by plotting an absorption
ratio rather than using a two-state model, like aza4,
because there was no indication that the sample with the
maximum concentration of 50mM berberine and 200mM
poly(A) was fully assembled. In the case of berberine,
the dilution curve was generated using the absorption
ratio A468/A408 (Figure 6). The resulting curve lacks a pla-
teau and exhibits a cooperative transition with little
assembly below  5mM berberine (MCA). Given the
shape of this curve, the data was also ﬁt by the micelle-
inspired Equation 2 (Figure 6). An excellent ﬁt was again
obtained with the requirement that at least six berberine
molecules be bound for stabilization of the poly(A) self-
structure, with half assembly at 25mM and 71.4% assem-
bly at the highest concentration measured (i.e. 50mM
berberine).
DISCUSSION
We have used UV–vis and CD spectroscopy to investigate
the association of several small molecules with poly(A).
These investigations have conﬁrmed and expanded the
set of ligands now known to bind tightly to poly(A) and
induce a self-structure at neutral pH. The long-wavelength
absorption bands of all molecules investigated exhibit a
red shift and signiﬁcant hypochromism upon binding
to poly(A). These spectral changes are indicative of  – 
stacking, which is consistent with an intercalative binding
mode (43).
The results of the experiments presented here illustrate
the importance of the size and shape of molecules that
induce formation of the poly(A) self-structure. Here, we
have demonstrated that coralyne binds poly(A) with an
association constant that is among the highest observed
for a simple, planar molecule binding to a nucleic acid
duplex (i.e. Ka>1 10
7M
 1) and the highest reported
to date for poly(A). In contrast, berberine, another
ligand with a similar shape, but with an extra ring,
showed greatly reduced binding (i.e. Ka <4 10
4M
 1).
These observations motivated us to explore the possi-
bility that molecules smaller than coralyne, but with a
similar crescent shape, might also induce the formation
of poly(A) self-structure. Ellipticine, a well-known inter-
calator of Watson–Crick duplexes, was found to bind
poly(A) with an apparent association constant of
2 10
5M
 1. While interesting with regard to the shape-
speciﬁcity hypothesis, this molecule is not selective for
poly(A) over Watson–Crick duplexes (36).
Three azacyanines were selected for study due to their
crescent shape and intermediate size between proﬂavine
and coralyne. The azacyanines also appear promising
as a new scaﬀold for the design of molecules for the bind-
ing of poly(A) due to their ease of synthesis and low
aﬃnity for Watson–Crick DNA (25,27,42). All three aza-
cyanines were found to bind poly(A), with aza3 and aza5
exhibiting association constants comparable to that of
ellipticine. Furthermore, binding data presented here
demonstrate the potential to modulate azacyanine bind-
ing aﬃnity by making ring substitutions or by the addi-
tion of peripheral groups. Speciﬁcally, aza4 shows
surprisingly reduced binding in comparison to aza3, as a
result of the N-methyl to sulfur substitution in the two
Figure 7. (a) UV spectra of berberine in the presence (solid line) and
absence (dashed line) of poly(A). (b) CD spectra of poly(A) with (solid
line) and without (dashed line) berberine, respectively. Samples were
60mM poly(A), in nucleotide, 15mM berberine. Data collected at
228C. See Materials and Methods section for additional details.
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the sulfur substitutions, exhibits a binding aﬃnity that is
‘restored’ to that of aza3 by the addition of two methoxy
groups at the most distal parts of the molecule. Together,
the results presented here illustrate how a speciﬁc molec-
ular shape and size range is important for the recognition
of poly(A). In addition, comparison of aza3 to aza4,
and aza4 to aza5, in binding to poly(A) demonstrates
the importance of functional groups and ring substitutions
in these molecules for recognition of poly(A).
We have also presented a simple yet eﬀective method-
ology for obtaining binding constants for ligands of
poly(A). For coralyne and berberine this approach has
revealed that coralyne binds to poly(A) with an associa-
tion constant at least 5-fold greater, and berberine binds
to poly(A) with an association constant of at least 100-fold
lower, when compared to the results from previous studies
that were based upon ﬂuorescence titration measurements
(16,17). Dilution studies that maintain constant ligand:
nucleic acid ratios could prove more reliable in some
cases for determining association constants.
The binding of small molecules to poly(A) is clearly
diﬀerent from the binding of small molecules to a pre-
structured nucleic acid, such as duplex DNA, where the
binding of a ligand molecule can be treated as a single
event. In the case of poly(A), small molecule binding
and secondary structure formation are coupled events,
as the neutral-pH poly(A) self-structure exists only when
ligands are bound. Therefore, if the free energy associated
with the binding of more than one ligand molecule is
necessary to stabilize the poly(A) self-structure, then one
should expect a highly cooperative structural transition as
a function of ligand concentration. We have shown that
by diluting a concentrated poly(A)-small molecule com-
plex, in which the poly(A) is initially in the duplex state,
it is possible to determine the minimum number of ligands
required for assembly, the C  (ligand concentration at half
assembly), and the concentration below which the ligand-
driven poly(A) self-structure does not exist (i.e. the MCA)
(Figure 8).
The analysis of molecular systems such as the poly(A)-
ligand assemblies by classical drug-DNA binding assays
may lead to incomplete or ambiguous results because of
the high cooperativity of small molecule binding. For
example, a common protocol for determining binding
constants by ﬂuorescence is to start with a sample of
free ligand molecule (commonly 1mM) and then to titrate
this sample with the nucleic acid (from a solution that also
contains 1mM ligand to maintain constant ligand concen-
tration). The ligand-nucleic acid Ka (or Kd) value is then
calculated by ﬁtting the observed changes in ﬂuorescence
spectra using a noncooperative model for the binding of
the ligand molecule (53). If the Kd of the ligand molecule
is approximately equal to or lower than 1mM (i.e., Ka
 10
6M
 1), then the ligand molecules will be bound to
poly(A) strands that are assembled into the duplex struc-
ture from the ﬁrst titration point. Therefore, the ﬂuores-
cence titrations will lack the data points which reﬂect the
onset of ligand binding to poly(A) and the assembly of the
poly(A) self-structure. Titration of the nucleic acid only
above the MCA may/would show increased binding of the
small molecule at higher concentrations, and therefore
yield an apparent association constant. However, not
appreciating the lack of binding at lower-ligand concen-
trations (such as observed in aza4 and berberine dilution
curves) would not bring to attention the highly coopera-
tive nature of ligand binding. Additionally, the shift of
the binding curve to higher nucleic acid concentrations
(due to the highly cooperative nature of the assembly)
would likely result in the determination of an apparent
association constant that is lower than that intrinsic to
the cooperative assembly.
In the case of equilibrium dialysis experiments, ligands
that induce secondary structure transitions might not be
identiﬁed even though their association constants are com-
parable to ligands that bind in a noncooperative manner.
More speciﬁcally, nucleic acid samples in equilibrium dial-
ysis experiments are brought to equilibrium (across a dial-
ysis membrane) with a putative ligand molecule that is
commonly present in the dialysate at a concentration of
1mM (30). If the Kd of a ligand molecule binding is some-
what higher than 1mM, and if multiple ligand molecules
(q) are needed to stabilize assembly of the nucleic acid
secondary structure, there might be no evidence of binding
observed. Ellipticine is a good example of such a case.
Ellipticine has been shown in the present study to have a
Kd for poly(A) of 4.6mM, but does not show binding by an
equilibrium dialysis assay (41), whereas ethidium, which
has a similar Kd for duplex DNA, does show binding
to duplex DNA in the same assay. We surmise that if
Figure 8. A schematic representation of the disassembly of a poly(A)-small molecule complex by dilution with buﬀer. At ligand and poly(A)
concentrations well above the critical ligand concentration (C  in Equation 2), poly(A) exists entirely as the ligand-bound duplex. Dilution of the
sample to C  results in release of one half of the ligand molecules and one half of the poly(A) strands become single stranded. Continued dilution
below the MCA results in the complete dissociation of poly(A) strands and release of all ligand molecules.
Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2009, Vol.37,No. 2 619the minimum concentration for assembly (MCA) of ligand
binding to an unstructured nucleic acid is higher than the
concentration of the ligand in the dialysate, then binding
by the ligand will not be observed.
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